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 Spring Learning Communities announced 
Sign up for Learning Communities -- a new and
exciting experience in higher education.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Registration starts Dec. 2 
Registration for spring, Wintermester available
online through CougarWeb. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Q&A: Dr. Keith Volanto and Dr. Kyle Wilkison

Writing a book is an arduous
task, but history professors
Dr. Keith Volanto and Dr.
Kyle Wilkison are up to the
challenge. Find out what they
have to say about the
process. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Dental hygiene students tackle mock
emergency 
If you thought your last dentist's
visit was bad ...
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 

 College News 
Check out what's happening at Collin College.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Cougar Sports Corner 
Cougars, Lady Cougars play on. 
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Campus Dates 
Some dates to remember as the semester comes
to a close.
[Click Here for Full Story] 

 
 Cougar Links 
In lieu of a review of this year’s The Best
American Nonrequired Reading, Cougar Links brings
you five stories from the collection from the original
publisher.
[Click Here for Full Story] 
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Submit copy that is proofed, edited and
saved in Word format. Cougar News
staff: Lisa Vasquez, director; Mark
Robinson, editor; Marcy Cadena-Smith,
contributor; Justin Jones, contributor;
Heather Darrow, contributor; Nick
Young, photography and layout. 

 Drinking age debated at Collin College 
Collin College students recently
debated the lowering of the legal
drinking age at the Preston Ridge
Campus.
[Click Here for Full Story] 
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About Cougar News

A newsletter for the students, faculty
and staff of the Collin College. Published
semi-monthly. For information or
submissions, call 972.599.3142. Cougar
News welcomes student and faculty
submissions. Next deadline: Dec. 15. All

Spring Learning Communities
announced 

Learning Communities courses for the 2009 spring
semester are out.
 
Learning Communities are a hybrid class environment
which pairs two different disciplines and molds them into
one singular course. All the while, the student earns six
credit hours.
 
The courses take a different theme and explore it from the
two disciplines' point of view with two different professors.
In-class discussion between students and professors take
the college experience to a different level.
 
For more information, visit www.ccccd.edu/learningcomm.
 
Central Park Campus

Fighting For Freedom
CRN: 20146 ENGL-1302.C08
CRN: 20109 HIST-1302.C04
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday -- 10 a.m.–12:45
p.m.               
Professors: O’Neal and Collins              
From the Wild West of the 1870s to the multi-culture of
modern America, ethnic and social groups have struggled
to achieve freedom for themselves and challenged our
nation's sense of who we are and what democracy means.
This course will examine the struggles of these groups and
the changes to American society that resulted.
 
Platonic Sex: Philosophy, Sexuality and the Human
Condition
CRN: 20178 PHIL-1301.C02
CRN: 21075 PSYC-2306.C01 (OR SOCI-2306.C01*)
            *Students that want SOCI-2306 must call 214-491-
6270 for more information
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday -- 10 a.m.–12:45
p.m.               
Professors: Miller and Smith                 
This course will introduce students to a set of core
philosophical and psychological questions organized by the
issue of human sexuality. What does it mean to be a
human being? In what ways are human beings
fundamentally sexed? Historically, how have ideas about
desire, knowledge, gender, subjectivity, and human
sexuality been tied and re-tied in different periods and
social configurations? In particular, what do contemporary
empirical advances in biology, psychology, and sociology
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contribute to an understanding of these questions?
 
Tycoons & Tuesday, Thursday -- ee-Huggers: The
History and Politics of the American Environment
CRN: 20108 GOVT-2302.C07
CRN: 20107 HIST-1302.C07
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday -- 8:30-11:15 a.m.
Professors: McConachie and Adams     
 Combining the academic knowledge and skills of
Government 2302 and History 1302, this course will
examine the history and politics of the environmental
movement in America including exploration of major
environmental crises and accomplishments. Central
questions that will be explored include: How did the
environment become a matter of public policy, and how did
that evolved throughout American History? Who have been
and who are the key policy-makers, government
institutions, political and social actors involved in the field
of environmental history and politics? What have been and
what are some of the key environmental issues and
challenges?
 
Preston Ridge Campus

“Let’s Talk About Sex” The Politics of Gender and
Sexuality in Society
CRN: 21643 GOVT-2302.P05
CRN: 21647 SOCI-1301.P04
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday – 9-11:45 a.m.
Professors: St. John and McKenzie       
In this course, we will examine a number of the most
politically and sociologically significant debates regarding
gender and sexuality. The issues covered will include the
following: gender socialization and stratification;
discrimination on the basis of gender and sexual
orientation; reproductive rights; the regulation of
pornography; same-sex marriage; sexual harassment in
the workplace; and the right to sexual privacy.
 
The Chemistry of YOU
CRN: 22927 CHEM-1412.P01
CRN: 22421 BIOL-1406.P03
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday -- 10 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
Professors: Richardson and Helms
LABS: Students must also enroll in any lab section of
BIOL-1406 and CHEM-1411
The disciplines of Biology and Chemistry are inextricably
linked and essential for studying life. This course focuses
on the study of chemical processes that are associated
with living organisms at the molecular level. It takes many
different types of molecules to make up the even tiniest
living cell. Think about how many kinds of molecules and
then cells, tissues and organs are required to make YOU.
 
Is the Truth Stranger than Fiction?: American History
through Literary Analysis
CRN: 22736 ENGL-2328.P01
CRN: 21183 HIST-1302.P05
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday and Friday -- 10-11:50
a.m.

mailto:mrobinson@ccccd.edu
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Professors: Donald and Martin
Have you ever read a novel and wondered why you should
read a fictional work when reality television is at your
disposal twenty-four hours a day? Have you ever
wondered why we continue to read The Adventures of
Huck Finn when the language and attitudes are not
politically correct? Does F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great
Gatsby give an accurate portrayal of American life during
the Jazz Age? Erich Auerbach (Mimesis) defines a
representation of reality as an active dramatic presentation
of how each author actually realizes, brings characters to
life, and clarifies his or her own world. In this course,
students will learn to discuss literature through a historical
optic and to interpret social discourses and anxieties
through both literary and historical documents.
 
Biology and ChemisTuesday, Thursday -- y: The
Bonds in Life
CRN: 22428 BIOL-1406.P06
CRN: 22906 CHEM-1411.P03
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday -- 10 a.m.- 12:45 p.m.
Professors: Subramanian/Hardesty
LABS:  CHEM Lab: CRN 22918 CHEM-1411.P2L (Lab)   
Day/Time: T 2:30 -5:20 PM
            BIOL Lab: Students must also enroll in any BIOL-
1406 Lab section.

Modern advances in medical science are effectively
advances in the application of biological and chemical
concepts to the solution of problems originating in our
understanding of the machinery of life. The dawn of
modern biology began in 1953 when Watson and Crick
elucidated the structure of DNA by drawing upon their
knowledge of molecular structure, and within a few short
years a wide variety of previously puzzling questions began
to hint at the importance of chemical concepts in biology.
 
America: Under the Influence
CRN: 22645 ENGL-1302.P15 
CRN: 21209 HIST-1302.P13
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday -- 10 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
Professors: Angel-Cann and Gunderson
This course addresses United States History
(Reconstruction to the present) through the prism of
popular culture. We will examine how “pop” culture has
both impacted our society and been influenced by historical
events and interpretations of that history. The course
covers the history and literature from the latter part of the
nineteenth century through today.
 
Risking Disease: Microbiology by the Numbers
CRN: 22387 BIOL-2421.P02
CRN: 22979 MATH-1342.P04
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday -- 10 a.m.-12:45  a.m.
Professors: Bottoms and Ardis
LAB: Students must also enroll in any lab section of BIOL-
2421.
As new discoveries are being made in genetics, cell
biology, microbiology, and medicine, biological research is
becoming more quantitative. This connection between
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biology and mathematic has been the topic of a recent
report, the National Research Council of the National
Academies of Science report, BIO2010: Transforming
Undergraduate Education for Future Research Biologists,
and the conference Meeting the Challenges in Emerging
Areas: Education Across the Biological, Mathematical, and
Computer Sciences.  
 
Fight for A Republic: Centuries of Citizenship, Birth
and Disputes of the Constitution
CRN: 21555 GOVT-2301.P11
CRN: 21562 HIST-1301.P13
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday --  1-3:30 p.m.
Professors: Stewart and Coffelt
This course examines the conception, interpretation and
disputes of the Constitution and its Amendments by
focusing on the policies and attitudes of historical figures
from Colonial America through the Civil War.
  
ARS Rhetorica: Reintegrating the Ancient Art of
Rhetoric
CRN: 22713 ENGL-1302.P71
CRN: 22051 SPCH-1315.P70
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday -- 5:30-8:15 p.m.
Professors: Clark and Parker
The Greek Logon Paideia (discursive education), which
evolved into the Latin ARS Rhetorica (the art of rhetoric),
goes back at least 2500 years. Rhetoric was once the core
of higher education, but today most people, even well
educated people, don’t know the meaning of the word
“rhetoric,” usually taking it to mean tricky, unethical, political
speech, or “spin.”
 
“Flat or Relative Data- Which do you prefer for your
business decisions?”
CRN: 20217 BCIS-1305.P05
CRN: 22474 ITSW-1307.P01
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday -- 10 a.m.-1:20 p.m.
Professors: Cervantez and Daly
SCC
This course is an introductory course in business
information systems and practical applications of
databases. Information system concepts are taught within
the context of addressing businesses and organization
needs with emphasis on the role that information systems
play in an organization and the key principles a manager
needs to be successful.
 
Spring Creek Campus

Emerging Nation/Marginalized Voices
CRN: 22701 ENGL-2327.S02
CRN: 20701 HIST-1301.S13
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday -- 10 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
Professors: Roy-Davis and Tullock
This course will examine the development of the United
States through the shared lens of a consideration of the
history and literature from the early Spanish explorers up
through the Civil War. Wayne Franklin has observed that
this period of encounter and development in American
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history was a “many-sided process of influence and
exchange.”
  
Perseverance: Beating the Odds
CRN: 20914 ENGL- 0315.S02
CRN: 21119 READ-0310.S04
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday-- 10 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
Professors: Levine/ Whalen  
Have you had to overcome obstacles in your life? Are you
facing them now? Have you struggled with reading and
writing? Join us for this unique learning community,
designed for developmental education students, to explore
the connections between reading and writing. You’ll be
motivated by the stories of others who have beaten the
odds, and develop the reading and writing skills you need
to create your own success.
 
The Physics of Music
CRN: 22835 MUSI-1306.S05 OR **MUSI-1307.S01
TUESDAY, THURSDAY --  
            **Students that want MUSI-1307 must call
972.881.5162 for more information.
CRN: 23135 PHYS-1410.S01
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday -- 1-3:45 p.m.
Professors: Harris and Sherman
LAB: CRN 23152 PHYS-1410.S1L (Lab) Day/Time: T
8:30 - 11:20 AM
 
This course will explore the physics governing production,
Tuesday, Thursday -- ansmission, and perception of sound
through the study of selected works in music literature from
major periods of music history. One focus on the course
will be the investigation of the physical characteristics of
sound and music as related to musical styles, forms, and
composers from the Medieval period to the present. The
course will incorporate laboratory exercises and guided
listening experiences as important enhancements to lecture
material.
 
Seeing Photographically, Seeing Anthropologically and
Living in Collin County
CRN: 23081 ARTS-2356.S04
CRN: 23016 ANTH-2351.S03
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday --  1-5 p.m.
Professors: Tinnen and Sullivan
Photography and anthropology may, at one level, be joined
as tool and subject. Almost since its inception, photography
has been used to record materials of anthropological
interest. Equally, anthropology of art in the current era
must involve itself with matters concerned with the
production, reproduction and dissemination of photographic
images by photographers and purveyors of photography to
any number of audiences by any of a variety of means.
 
It Takes a Village
CRN: 21908 SOCI-1301.S11
CRN: 22656 TECA-1303.S01
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday --  8:30-11:15 a.m.
Professors: Gaiter and Wilkinson
This course explores diversity of families with emphasis on
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how culture impacts family and community relationships.
The connection between community institutions, their role
and responsibilities to the family will be examined by class
lectures, video presentations, field Tuesday, Thursday --
ips, observations, guest speakers, group discussions and
group activities. The need for healthy community
partnership between the family, schools and community
agencies will be the focus of this class. Every educator
and community member will benefit from the multicultural
approach of this course.
 
Writers and Ruins: Paintings and Poets
CRN: 22669 ENGL-1302.S25
CRN: 21483 HUMA-1301.S16
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday -- 2:30-5:15 p.m.
Professors: Yarbrough and Clark  
Alfred North Whitehead once said that “[a]rt flourishes
where there is a sense of adventure.” Learning, too,
flourishes where there is a sense of adventure. Thus, this
dual credit course is not only about adventure but will be
an adventure. This course will take students on an
imaginary journey through time and place from the ancient
world to modern times.
 
Sensational Tuesday, Thursday -- ials in Modern
American History: Lizzie, Manson, O.J. and More
CRN: 20252 CRIJ-1301.S01
CRN: 20850 HIST-1302.S08
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday, Friday -- 10-11:50 a.m.
Professors: Marble and Coulter
“Sensational trials in Modern American History: Lizzie,
Manson, O. J., and More” takes a series of important trials
as starting points from which to explore important concepts
in American History and Criminal Justice.
 
Deep Impact: Exploring Media Influences on Human
Development
CRN: 22732 TECA-1354.S01
CRN: 21799 PSYC-2314.S02
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday -- 11 a.m.-1:45 p.m.
Professors: Hirschy and Brooks            
Watching television, surfing the net, and playing video
games for roughly five-and-a-half-hours a day is typical for
children ages two to 18. It is commonplace for children to
multitask, “engaging in more than one media-related
activity at the same time.”
 
Sex in the City- The Impact of Cybercultures in 21st
Century Society
CRN: 21902 SOCI-1301.S08
CRN: 21760 PSYC 2306.S02 OR **SOCI-2306.S02
            **Students that want SOCI-2306 must call
972.881.5800 for more information.
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday -- 1-3:45 p.m.
Professors: Buhl and Diggs
The internet continues to have an enormous affect on
individuals, society and culture. Our goal in this course is
to integrate perspective from sociology and psychology in
an effort to explain how new social network platforms, i.e.,
Myspace, Facebook, YouTube seem to be cultivating new
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types of social bonds and new unintended social problems.

Navigating the Social World Through out the Life-
Span: You’re Born, You Live, You Die; Is That All There
Is?
CRN: 21911 SOCI-1301.S12
CRN: 21861 PSYC-2314.S03
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday --  Professors: Stern and
Lusk  
We will explore various aspects of the human condition
from birth to death from the overlapping yet distinct
perspectives of sociology and psychology. Over the life
span, how do individuals develop within different social
contexts? What biological predispositions, psychological
dynamics, and social factors ultimately shape the individual
over time? We shall explore various topics, such as
parenting styles and socialization processes, coming of age
stories, parental, sibling, peer, and cultural conflict,
personal and societal tensions and contradictions, issues
based on age/race/gender, and social justice.
 
Arguing Politics
CRN: 22923 ENGL-1302.S39 215
CRN: 20569 GOVT-2302.S23
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday --  11:30 a.m.-2:15 p.m.
Professors: Mizell and Brody
This course explores key concepts in American politics
through the lens of Rhetoric, paying particular attention to
the ways that political actors, the media, and the public
frame critical issues. Students will be encouraged to think
critically about questions of civil rights, civil liberties, social
welfare policy, immigration, security, foreign policy,
globalization, and the war on terror by exploring different
perspectives on these issues which animate contemporary
American democracy.
 
Full Metal Jacket: Soldiers, War and Forging the
American Identity
CRN: 21198 HIST-1302.S31
CRN: 22688 ENGL.1302.S43
Day/Time: Tuesday, Thursday --  1-3:45 p.m.
Professors: Phillips and Grimland
Students will examine the history of American warfare from
the Spanish American War in 1898 to the Gulf War in
1991. Students will consider how and why the United
States goes to war, how 20th century technology shaped
the wartime experience, how ideologies of race, class and
gender shape American approaches to war, and how life in
wartime is refracted through books, poems, movies,
paintings and sculpture and music.
 
Businomics: Modern Business and Economic
Environments
CRN: 21885 BUSI-1301.S04
CRN: 22824 ECON-2302.S05
Day/Time: Monday, Wednesday -- 1-3:45 p.m.
Professors: Clark and Randall
Blending Principles of Microeconomics and Business,
students will be exposed to theoretical and empirical
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environments of modern markets.
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About Cougar News

A newsletter for the students, faculty
and staff of the Collin College. Published
semi-monthly. For information or
submissions, call 972.599.3142. Cougar
News welcomes student and faculty
submissions. Next deadline: Dec. 15. All

Registration starts Dec. 2 

Registration for the spring semester and Wintermester
starts Tuesday, Dec. 2.
The spring semester starts Tuesday, Jan 20.
 
All registration is available through CougarWeb, which
includes a schedule of classes, registration and tuition
payment tools, CougarMail inbox powered by Gmail,
financial aid status, announcement pages, Course and
Group Studio tools, transcripts and more.
 
CougarWeb is accessible 24 hours a day, seven days a
week and is completely customizable based on the
individual.
 
Wintermester classes run from Monday, Dec. 15-Friday,
Jan. 9.
 
Log in and register at http://cougarweb.ccccd.edu.
 
For username or password questions, call 972.377.1777.
 
The college accepts VISA, MasterCard or Discover credit
cards online. Personal checks are accepted in person or
over the web using the college’s secure Webcheck
program.
 
For more information about registration and admissions,
visit http://www.ccccd.edu/aro/registration.htm . For more
general information, visit the college website at
www.ccccd.edu or call 1.877.COLLIN1.
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Q&A: Dr. Keith Volanto and Dr. Kyle
Wilkison 
By Heather Darrow
Special Contributor

Writing a book is an arduous task, but history professors
Dr. Keith Volanto and Dr. Kyle Wilkison are up to the
challenge. Find out what they have to say about the
process.

Dr. Keith Volanto
Professor of History
Co-authored "Beyond Myths and
Legends: A Narrative History of
Texas"

Which part of the book did
you write?
The five chapters covering the
1920s through 1960s

What was it like to work with
several authors?
Good, since I knew each one
personally and knew them to be good historians

Is this your first book?
I published my dissertation Texas, Cotton, and the New
Deal with Texas A&M University Press in 2005.

When did you decide to write the book?
I was asked, along with the others, at a conference by one
of the authors who wanted to do this for a while and was
working to assemble a team of competent Texas historians.

How long did it take to write the book?
About nine months. 

Why did you write this book?
To be a part of a new textbook that would give the 20th
century its due in Texas history.

What is the book about?
Unlike previous Texas history textbooks, we spend about
half the chapters covering the 20th century. Though giving
ample space to Native Americans, the Spanish period, the
Mexican period, the Texas Revolution, the Texas Republic,
and the Civil War, we give tremendous attention to the
Populist Movement, Progressive Era reforms, the 1920s,
the Great Depression and New Deal, World War II, the
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1950s and 1960s and a host of other 20th century topics.

What advice would you give other aspiring
authors about writing a book?
Make sure that you enjoy your topic so it doesn't feel like
actual work, even though it is.

Has your book helped you in your teaching or visa-
versa?
I did learn a lot along the way, including some times when
I discovered that an older textbook had something wrong or
left out a key bit of information.

Was the publishing process challenging?
We had a very good publisher who did not hamstring us
too much with requirements and the staff did all the work
on gathering photographs and developing maps. That
saved a lot of time.

What do you hope readers will take away from this
book?
Knowledge that something actually happened in Texas
after the Alamo. 

Do you plan to use this book in your class?
Yes, it will be the main text.

What makes your book different from others in your
field?
Balance -- much on the 20th century. 

****

Dr. Kyle Wilkison
Professor of History
Author of Yeoman, Sharecroppers
and Socialists: Plain Folk Protest
in Texas, 1870-1914

Is this your first book?
Yes. I've published essays or
chapters, but this is my first book-
length work.

When did you decide to write a
book?
I can't remember ever not
wanting to write. Other than my brother and my childhood
dogs, books were always my best friends.

How long did it take to write the book?
The first two drafts took from 1988 to 1994. Then I spent
another ten years revising it.

Why did you write this book?
Historians have portrayed rural poor people as passive and
ignorant victims of economic oppression, never quite
capable of calculating their own self-interest. Among the
people in this study, however, were a significant number
engaged in creative and courageous analysis and action.
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There were even more people who found the changing
marketplace at odds with their moral values. These
individuals have been left out of the American narrative. I
wanted to put them in.

What is the book about?
From 1870 through 1914 the rural poor majority in Texas
witnessed the destruction of their customary way of life
(widespread landownership and neighborly cooperation)
and its replacement by capital-and-credit-intensive cash-
cropping. Landlords' commands superseded farmers'
customary liberty, and formerly proud and independent
yeomen found themselves working for others on land their
parents had owned. They fought back through economic
cooperatives and by supporting and leading radical political
parties including the Texas Socialist Party, the state's
second largest party in 1912. Along the way, many found
support from within their faith tradition, evangelical
Protestantism, in what amounted to a religious Left.

When and where did you write and what stimulated
your creativity or persistence?
I wrote this while working as an adjunct for several different
collegesÑusually three at a timeÑincluding Collin. I wrote at
home, both morning and night before and after teaching.
My chief stimulant was obstinacy.

What advice would you give other professors about
writing a book?
Be stubborn.

Has your book helped you in your teaching or visa-
versa?
Reading, researching and writing helps keep the love of
one's discipline alive which helps in teaching.

Was the publishing process challenging?
The biggest challenge was turning over my beloved
manuscript to anonymous referees.

What do you hope readers will take away from this
book?
As much as I'd like to tell readers what to think about this
book, they're in charge of that.

Do you plan to use this book in your class?
Indirectly. In class I often include what the majority of
Americans were doing and for most of U.S. history that
means rural poor people. But, there's little place for all of
the details of this particular story in a first-year survey
course so I would not assign it to my students.

What makes your book different from others in your
field?
I pay more attention to the role of religion in early twentieth
century Texas radicalism than previous authors. But, as
shocking as this may be, there aren't that many books on
rural Southern leftists. 
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Dental hygiene students tackle mock
emergency 

Dental hygiene students take life-saving measures on their "patient" during a
mock emergency drill at the Central Park Campus.

Generally, a visit to the dentist is not considered a
pleasant experience.

On Nov. 7 at the Central Park Campus, the dentist’s chair
became even more perilous.

Collin College dental hygiene and EMT students
participated in a mock emergency drill. The purpose: To
prepare dental hygiene students in case of an emergency
like a patient having a heart attack or seizure.

During the exercise, three EMT students were chosen to
be the “patient” in the dentist’s chair. They were assigned
different names, ages, genders, health conditions, medical
histories, ailments, medications and symptoms.

As the “patients” were being preliminarily checked out by
the dental hygienists, it happened.

Dizziness. Seizure. Fainting. Shallow breathing. Heart
attack.

In seconds, the dental hygienists were thinking and
working on their feet. Their primary goals were to check
and record the “patient’s” vitals like blood pressure, pulse
and other checkpoints that the incoming EMTs would need
to know as they provided treatment.

“I was still freaked out even though I knew it was a mock
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emergency,” one dental hygiene student said.

After the drill, the students gathered in a group with
Simulation Lab Director Jackie Langford and professors to
talk about what they did right and what they did wrong.
According to Sandra Moss, director of the dental hygiene
program, the mock emergency exercise happens every
year.

"The emergencies can occur when least expected and the
dental professional must be knowledgeable to respond to
each situation efficiently," Moss said. "They should be able
to assess and respond in an appropriate manner. In some
situations they will call EMS team while continuing Basic
Life Saving skills and support."
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College News 

The Chili  Cook-Off's Golden Spoon winner James Shiplet (left) with Leslie
Thetford and Larry Collins.

The 17th annual Chili Cook-Off took place at the Central
Park Campus Nov. 21. The winners were: Paula Ballew,
“Roadkill;” Cassie Peak, “Hottest Chili;” Valerie Smith and
Elaine Wilkinson, “Wimpiest Chili;” Cary Israe, “Faux Chili;”
The Brown Clan (Peggy Browning, Tammy Brown, Kathy
Brown and Nancy Brown), “Best of Show;” and James
Shiplet, “Golden Spoon.”

The Collin College Political Science Club was the only
community college representative at a Mock Trial
Tournament at Baylor University. Collin College competed
against The University of Texas at Dallas, Baylor
University, Southern Methodist University, Rice University,
Houston Baptist University and others in November. The
Top Attorney Award was given to Collin College student
Jacob Nekunazarazad.  Collin College placed fourth in the
competition. The team will compete in the Regional
Tournament in February.  For more information, contact
Chloe Longstreet at chloelongstreet@yahoo.com.
 
More than 150 students, faculty and community members
attended the fall 2008 Knowledge is Power lecture,
“Autism: Beyond Rain Main” Nov. 19 at the Preston Ridge
Campus. The event featured Dr. Amy Helms, professor of
biology, and Elaine Wilkinson, professor of child
development and education.
 
More than 800 students, faculty, staff
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and community members attended
the Book-in-Common lecture and
book signing of Michael Patrick
MacDonald at the Spring Creek
Campus Nov. 12. An additional
350 people attended the lecture and
book signing at the Preston Ridge
Campus.
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Cougar Sports Corner 
After a 3-0 start, the Lady Cougars finally lost at the Tyler
Classic Nov. 13-15.

Lon Morris College 80, Collin College 75
The Lady Cougars could not overcome a 21 percent first
half from the field, falling behind by 28. However, they
outscored Lon Morris 51-28 in the second half to make it
close. Nikki Garner scored 20 and Deltrice Daniel had 15
points. 

The Lady Cougars' upcoming games include: 

2 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 6 -- vs. Mountain View College
3 p.m., Monday, Dec. 29 -- vs. Hutchinson Community
College 

All home games are held at the Spring Creek Campus. 

For more information about Lady Cougars basketball, visit
their webpage. 

****

The men’s basketball team started on a tear going 7-0
through early tourney play and non-conference games.

So far, the Cougars have outrebounded every opponent
they’ve faced. Their upcoming games are:

7 p.m., Wednesday, Dec. 3 – at Eastfield College
4 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 6 – vs. Richland College
7 p.m., Tuesday, Dec. 9 – vs. Mountain View College
2 p.m., Tuesday, Dec. 30 – vs. Cy Fair

All Cougar home games are at the Spring Creek Campus.

For more information about the Cougars, visit their
webpage. 

Collin College 102, Oklahoma Baptist University (JV) 54
Adam Brown led the Cougars with 25 points. Cedric
Henderson filled up the box score with 15 points, seven
assists, four steals and five rebounds. Thad Varmall had
11 points and Gilberto Clavell had 17 points.

Collin College 101, Abilene Christian University (JV) 36
The Cougars shot well over 50 percent from the field and
grabbed 57 rebounds. Four Cougars notched double-digit
points including Adam Brown (14), Matt Read (14), Jason
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Jackson (12) and Gilberto Clavell (10). Clavell added 10
rebounds for his first double-double of the year.

Collin College 71, Jacksonville College 58
Cedric Henderson had 22 points and five assists. Thad
Varmall had 12 points and Matt Read had a double-double
with 15 points, 11 assists. Shane Rodgers had 12 points.
The Cougars went to the free-throw line 28 times hitting
24.

Collin College 86, Cy Fair 43
The Cougars outrebounded Cy Fair 52-21. Cedric
Henderson had 13 points, 11 assists, seven rebounds and
four steals. Jason Jackson had 18 points, Gilberto Clavell
had 15 points and 11 assists and Matt Read had 13 points.

Collin College 72, Jacksonville College 69
Gilberto Clavell had his second straight double-double
(and third of the year) with 24 points, 11 rebounds. Adam
Brown had 16 points.

Collin College 83, San Jacinto 52
Adam Brown went for 21 points and Matt Read had 14 to
beat the previously 6-1 San Jacinto. Clavell had his third
straight double-double with 19 and 10.
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Campus Dates 

Collin College’s 17th annual Holiday Gift and Craft Fair
is set from 10 a.m.-6:30 p.m., Wednesday, Dec. 3, in the
Spring Creek Campus Atrium. The event is free and open
to the public. Choose from a number of wares including
pottery, holiday floral arrangements, wooden art figurines,
candles, jewelry, paintings, wreaths, ornaments and more.
For more information, contact Karen Knapp at
972.881.5606 or Sandra Claborn at 972.578.5536.
 
Collin College will host a Student Creativity Showcase
from 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Friday, Dec. 5, at the Spring Creek
Campus Atrium. The event is free and refreshments will be
served during a reception from 2-4 p.m. The exhibit
features music, photography, poetry, dance and other art
from college humanities students. For more information,
contact Dr. Peggy Brown at 972.881.5808.

Collin College will host its annual Fall Jazz Concert
featuring the Latin Jazz Ensemble and the award-winning
Jaztet One and Jazz Lab Band at 8 p.m., Saturday, Dec. 6,
at the John Anthony Theatre located on the Spring Creek
Campus. Tickets are $5 at the door and free with a Collin
College ID.
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About Cougar News

A newsletter for the students, faculty
and staff of the Collin College. Published
semi-monthly. For information or
submissions, call 972.599.3142. Cougar
News welcomes student and faculty
submissions. Next deadline: Dec. 15. All

Cougar Links 

The Best American Nonrequired Reading is an annual
collection of short stories, articles, humor pieces, graphic
novel excerpts and other tasty gobbledygook chosen and
anthologized by a panel of San Franciscan high school
students.
 
It’s a favorite of Cougar News.
 
In lieu of a review of this year’s The Best American
Nonrequired Reading, Cougar Links brings you five stories
from the collection from the original publisher.
 
‘Searching for Zion'
Transition
Emily Raboteau searches for the Promised Land and an
identity in a world so far from being black and white.
  
‘Bill Clinton, Public Citizen’
GQ
Unfortunately, George Saunders' brilliant piece about the
former president’s campaign to eradicate disease, poverty
and other nasty things is not available online. But this
interview between Saunders and Clinton (which is
mentioned in the story) is.
 
‘The Hotel Malogo’
The Virginia Quarterly Review
Helon Habila, the first Chinua Achebe Fellow at Bard
College, with a great short story set amid the desperation
in Africa. 
 
‘The White Train’
The Virginia Quarterly Review
A brilliant essay by J. Malcolm Garcia about the political
and social issues surrounding the cartoneros (people who
dig through landfills to find recyclables for money) in Brazil.

‘Darkness’
Zoetrope: All-Story
Fascinating short story set in an interview format by
Andrew Sean Greer.
 
If you’d like to share, send any links to
mrobinson@ccccd.edu.
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Drinking age debated at Collin College 

Alcohol abuse and use affecting college students is a topic
that simply cannot be ignored.

Alcohol abuse and related problems are major factors in
the lives of 34 percent of all college students experiencing
academic problems and 25 percent of college students
who drop out of school.

Collin College and Prevent Abuse/Use of Substances by
Education (PAUSE), a campus committee made up of
faculty, staff and students, are committed to raising
awareness of this concern.

A recent student debate on the topic “Should the Legal
Drinking Age be Lowered?” took place at the Preston
Ridge Campus Event Center, Nov. 11.

The debate team members were Collin College students
Tonja Arrambide, Michael Anacker, Harlan Haire and
Angela Piegari and the debate was moderated by Kim
Parker, communications chair, and Robert Aronoff, speech
instructor.

The two-person teams argued for or against lowering the
drinking age in the United States. Team members were
strictly monitored by time, both during the argument and
rebuttal phases. The final rebuttals were followed by a
lively question and answer session from the audience.

All students in attendance were asked to complete a pre-
and post-survey about the debate topic. Many students
were amazed to learn various facts related to brain growth
and alcohol use. Others were surprised to learn that Texas
leads the nation in alcohol-related fatalities.

Anyone interested in joining PAUSE can contact Ginny
Topfer at gtopfer@ccccd.edu or 972.377.1671.
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